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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
NELSON. W. DIMPSEY, OF PORTAGE, WISCONSIN, ASSIGNOR OF ONE-HALF TO LEWIS C. 

HAMMER, OF DETROIT, MICHIGAN. 

HEATING-FURNACE. 

No. 862,142. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Aug. 6, 1907. 
Application filed October 12, 1906. Serial No. 338,535. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, NELSON. W. DIMPSEY, a citizen 

of the United States of America, residing at Portage, in 
the county of Columbia and State of Wisconsin, have 
invented certain new and useful Improvements in 
IIeating-Furnaces, of which the following is a specifi 
cation, reference being had therein to the accompany 
ing drawings. 
This invention relates to improvements in heaters, 

and more especially to hot air furnaces, the object of 
the invention being to so construct the same that the 
hot gases and products of combustion will be caused to 
circulate so as to give off their heat and in circulating 
to pass around the perforated fire pot and be ignited 
by the flame jets issuing from said perforations, thus 
being consumed in the furnace and giving off addi 
tional heat. 

It is also an object of the invention to provide means 
for mixing a sufficient quantity of air with the gases 
and products of combustion so that they will readily 
ignite and to so construct and arrange the flues that the 
draft may be accurately regulated to give the most 
efficient operation. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a fur 

nace having certain other new and useful features and 
the several advantages of the particular construction, 
arrangement and combination of parts shown, all as 
hereinafter more fully described, reference being had 
to the accompanying drawings, in which 

Figure , is a vertical section of a device embodying 
the invention; Fig. 2, a horizontal section of the same 
on the line a-C of Fig. l; Fig. 3, is a vertical section. 
on the line y-y of Fig. 4; and Fig. 4, is a horizontal 
section on the line 2-2 of Fig. 3. 

Like numerals refer to like parts in all of the figures. 
l is a suitable circular base section forming the ash 

pit 2 having a clean out door 3 in its front side. Sup 
ported upon their base section is the fire pot 4 which 
is in the form of an inverted truncated cone in the 
lower end of which is supported the grate 5 and upon 
the upper or large end of which is secured the fire door 
section or dome 6, the upper end of which is arched 
slightly and forms an extended radiating surface 7. 
The sides of the fire pot are formed with perforations 

8 and surrounding the pot and inclosing said perfora 
tions is a smoke chamber 9 into one side of which opens 
the lower end of the smoke pipe 10 and the side and 
top wall of which chamber give an extended heat radi 
ating surface. 
A fuel chute II closed by a door 12 opens into the 

front side of the fire door section and supported upon 
said section is a circular radiator or hot air chamber 13 
of larger diameter than the dome of the fire pot and 

having a series of holes 14 in its bottom outside the 
dome for the admission of air thcreto. 
Upon the air chamber is a ring-shaped smoke cham 

ber 15 having an axial opening or passage 16 to per 
mit the hot air in the air chamber below to pass freely 
Out. 

Connecting the top of the fire door section or dome 
6 and the bottom of the smoke chamber is a smoke 
flue 17 to conduct the hot products of combustion 
and gases into said chamber and a short Smoke pipe 
18 connects the rear side of said smoke chamber with 
the vertically extending portion of the Smoke pipe 
10 to give a direct draft and in said pipe 18 is provided 
a damper 19 to close the same. m 

In the smoke pipe opposite the pipe 18 is provided 
the Ordinary form of check damper 20 and the smoke 
radiator or chamber 15 is provided with the usual 
clean - Out opening 21. Connecting the bottom of 
said radiator 15 with the top of the smoke consuming 
chamber 9 are two flues 22, one at each side of the fuel 
chute II to conduct the products of combustion down 
Ward around the fire pot when the damper 19 is closed 
and opening through the side of the fire door section 
are two air-blast pipes 23 provided with dampers 24 
to regulate the inlet of air. 

In the bottom of the smoke consuming chamber 9 
is a channel 25 projecting downward into the ash pit, 
a short distance and provided with a series of open 
ings in its bottom adapted to be closed by a revoluble 
ring 26 having openings to correspond with the open 
ings in the channel and provided with a handle 27 ex 
tending outward through the side of the ash pit by 
means of which the ring may be turned. The whole 
structure is inclosed by the usual outer sheet metal cas 
ing or jacket 28 from the top of which the several 
air pipes. 29 lead to the rooms to be heated and into 
the bottom of which cold air is admitted through a 
pipe 30. 
The products of combustion and gases rising from 

the burning fuel in the fire pot pass directly up 
ward through the flue 17 into the smoke radiator and 
out through the pipe 18 when the damper 19 is open 
thus giving a direct draft, but when said damper is 
closed, the smoke and gases circulate through said 
radiator heating its walls very hot and pass down 
ward again through the ?lues 22 into the consuming 
chamber 9 around the fire pot. Small jets of flame 
will shoot out through the perforations in the fire pot 
and when the partially cooled gases and products of 
combustion enter the chamber the gases are at once 
ignited by these flames and Smoke partially con 
Sumed, the residue passing out through the smoke 
pipe 10. The combustion thus carried on in the 
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chamber 9 together with the heat radiating from the 
fire pot which is preferably made thin, heats the Walls 
of said chamber very hot and the cold air entering 
through the inlet. pipe 30 in passing over the extend 
ed surface of said walls is rapidly heated, and passes 
upward through the perforations 14 into the air cham 
ber 13 when it is further heated by passing over the 
superheated dome of the fire pot and escapes upward 
through the opening 16 in the Smoke radiator, the 
walls of which are heated by the products of Com 
bustion. 

Air is admitted to the fire pot through the pipes 23 
to mix with the products of combustion and gases SO 
that when they reach the consuming chamber they 
will readily ignite and burn, and by moving the ring 
damper 26 in the bottom of said chamber, air. is ad 
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mitted from the ash pit to cool the chamber and 
check the fire, this damper also serving to let any 
ashes which may have accumulated in the chamber, 
fall into the ash pit. 

Having thus fully described the invention, what I 
claim is:- 

1. In a heater, the combination of a fire pot having 
openings in its sides and closed at its upper end, a cham 
iser surrounding the fire pot and inclosing the openings, a 
smoke pipe communicating with said chamber, and means 
for conducting the products of combustion and gases from 
the upper end of the fire pot to the said chamber. 

2. In a heate]', the combination of a fire pot having 
openings in its sides and closed at its upper end, a ladiat 
ing chamber above the fire pot in communication with the 
upper end thereof to receive the products of combustion 
and gases therefrom, a consuming chamber surrounding 
the fire pot and communicating with said radiating cham 
ber, and a smoke pipe communicating with said consum 
ing chamber. 

3. In a heater, the combination of a fire pot having the 
form of an inverted truncated cone, and formed with open 
ings in its sides, a dome to close the upper end of said fire 
pot, a flue leading upward from said dome, a consuming 
chamber surrounding the fire pot and covering the open 
ings therein, a smoke pipe communicating with said con 
suming chambel, a flule leading upward from said chamber, 
and a ladiating chamber connecting said flues. 

4. In a heater, the combination of a fire pot having 
openings in its sides, a consuming chamber surrounding 
said fire pot, a slnoke pipe opening into said chamber and 
extending upward, a radiating chamber above the fire pot, 
flues connecting the upper ends of the fire pot and the con 
suming chamber with the radiating chamber, a short 
smoke pipe connecting the radiating chamber with the 
other smolke pipe, and a damper in the short pipe. 

5. In a heater, the combination with a file pot having 
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opellings, of a dome section to close the upper end of the 
fire pot, a consuming chamber surrounding the fire pot, a 
smoke pipe leading from said chamber, an air chamber 
supported by the dome and having openings in its bottom, 
a radiating chamber supported by the air chamber and 
having a central opening for the passage of the air from 
the ail' chamber, ?lues extending through the air chamber 
and connecting the dome and the consuming chamber with 
the radiating chamber, and a short smoke pipe having a 
clamper connecting the radiating chamber and the smoke 
pipe. -- 

{3. In a heater, the combination with a fire pot having 
openings in its sides, of a dome to close the upper end of 
the fire pot, a radiating chamber above the dome, a smoke 
flute connecting the dome and chamber, a consuming cham 
ber surrounding the fire pot, a smoke pipe opening into the 
consilming chambel', a flue connecting the consuming cham 
bel with the radiating chamber, and an air pipe opening 
into the dome. 

7. In a heatel', the combination of an ash pit section, an 
inverted truncated conical fire pot supported by the ash 
pit section and having openings in its sides, a grate in the 
bottom of said pot, a dome to close the upper end of the 
pot and provided with a filo door, an air chamber on the 
doline of greater diameter than the dome and having, open 
ings in its bottom outside said dome, a radiating chamber 
on the air chamber having a center opening for the pas 
sage of air from the air chamber, a ?iue connecting the 
dome and radiating chamber, air pipes provided with 
dampers opening into the dome, a consuming chamber sur 
rounding the fire pot, a flute connecting the radiating 
chamber and consuming chamber, a smoke pipe communi 
cating with the consuming and radiating chambers, and a 
dampel to prevent communication between said pipe and 
radiating chamber. 

S. In a heater, the combination of an ash pit section, a 
fire pot supported by said section and provided with per 
forations, a dome section on the fire pot provided with a 
fire door, an air chamber of greater diameter than the 
dome provided with openings in its bottom outside the 
dolme, a ladiating chambe', having a central opening for 
the passage of air from the ai1 chamber, a consuming 
chai)bel surrounding the file pot and having a channel in 
its bottom provided with openings, a revoluble damper to 
close said openings, a smoke pipe opening into the con 
sunning chambe', fllies connecting the top of the consum 
ing chamber with the bottom of the radiating chamber, a 
flue connecting the top of the dome with the bottom of 
the radiating chamber, a short smoke pipe connecting the 
radiating chamber with the smoke pipe, a damper in said 
sholt pipe, and a casing inclosing the sections. 

In testinony whereof I affix my signature in presence 
of two witnesses. 

NETSON W. DIMPSEY. 

Witnesses: 
LEWIS C. AUMER, 
OTTO. F. BARTEIE. 
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